
Chevrolet Nomad 
one of the most advanced
cars for all round 
visibility, with 
non-complex 
glazing

he 1999 Frankfurt Motor Show illus-
trates in a very pragmatic way that auto-
motive glazing can be affected by or

affect the evolution of the car as a whole.
Examples of this are electronics, alternative
fuels, active and passive safety and materials
opportunities; all likely to be recurring devel-
opments for this millenium. Here, their rela-
tionship with glazing is explored.

ELECTRONICS
Electronics is an important area given its

potential to control many of the car’s func-
tions, including automatic climatization, infor-
mation and navigation systems, as well as
active and passive safety. Motorway driving is
now so smooth, due to the advance in elec-
tronics, that the sensation is similar to sitting inside
a car on a train. 

The driver of a car with a teleautomatic sys-
tem becomes a ‘priviledged passenger’ (that is
to say the sensation he feels in this type of car
is almost like that of a passenger).  
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Very much in evidence at the
1999 Frankfurt Motor Show, from

the glazing point of view, were
technological advances which fit in

with overall developments of the
car. Here, the author illustrates 

this concept by looking at
progress in electronics,

alternative fuels, active and
passive safety as well as

opportunities for new materials
with regard to transparent roofs,

sunroofs and materials for
encapsulation.

Giovanni Manfré*
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Antenna
Antenna printed on glasses and located in the

rear and side window (see Figures 1 and 2)
are continuously becoming more functional.
In addition to printed antenna, it is worth men-
tioning other innovative systems such as the
Clearwaretechnology by Ford on the Mondeo
Ambiente. On this vehicle, two antennas, one
external traditional and the other mounted in the
rear windscreen, are combined with dual
receivers to provide a solution to problems of
radio reception across Europe, even under poor

weather conditions. The most striking example
at Frankfurt of antenna multifunctional glazing
systems, however, was presented by Sekurit
Saint-Gobain. 

The French-based company’s ‘Plug and Play’
system can be activated by silk screen printing
technology and for laminated glass can be inte-
grated by wires or structured conductive coat-
ing (see Figure 3). 

Screen printing or structural conductive coat-
ing not directly on the glass surface but on
PET film embedded in a stratified glass or a glass
laminated on the inside, are further examples of
innovative antenna technology. 

Solar control
IR absorbing glass or IR reflective coating on

cars such as Mercedes, BMW, Honda, Opel,
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Japanese manufacturer Mazda has designed
a prototype vehicle which can be automatical-
ly guided by a teleautomatic system that can accel-
erate, brake, bend, stop and even raise the car.
Electronic systems for cars are evolving con-
tinuously and the manner in which they affect
glazing can be understood by looking at anten-
na, solar control and display.

FIG. 1

FIG. 3

FIG. 2

Fig. 1 - Rear windscreen of BMW X5
with typical multifunctional antenna 

Fig. 2 - Armoured Mercedes E600
with printed multifunctional antenna 
manufactured by Isoclima

Fig. 3 - ‘Plug and Play’ system by
Sekurit Saint-Gobain
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Renault and Volvo dis-
tribute air condition-
ing according to the
driver and passengers’
needs. IR reflective
technology is com-
posed of two methods:
the metallized PET film
embedded in stratified
glass and direct coating
(now also manufac-
tured by Guardian),
which is silver based, such as on the wind-
screen of the Opel Zafira. Here the coating is
a multilayer sputtered on flat glass which can
be shaped afterwards by a normal bending
process. Apart from the IR reflecting PET, film
technology even seems to be solving the diffi-
culties of UV absorption and colour glass coor-
dination (see Figure 4). 

Display
The HUD of the windscreen, related to the

electronics of the navigation system, does not
appear to have evolved anymore, at least not in
Europe. One of the reasons for this may be
that car manufacturers are making more of an
effort to position instruments in a suitable,
comfortable position on the dashboard. Among
the many examples of this is the new Delphi
design (see Figure 5), where all the instru-
ments and navigation information are conve-
niently situated on the top of the dashboard
and the central part of the steering wheel. 

It seems as if the most important aspects for
glassmakers to pay attention to as regards elec-
tronic evolution in car glazing are special PET
films which can be embedded on stratified or
monolithic glass.

ALTERNATIVE FUELS
Energy strategy for the year 2000 was a

common feature at Frankfurt and was shown in
hybrid cars, electrical cars (appropriate only for
short haul journeys), and cars which run on a fuel
cell (not a complete solution to using battery pow-
er), natural gas (only an intermediate step) and
hydrogen (greater use of hydrogen fuel is a
principal objective of car manufacturers). BMW
constructed a pavilion at the Frankfurt show, at

which a series of its
cars where hydrogen
fuel is obtained from
water and is then con-
verted back into water
in the combustion
chamber were dis-
played. 

This prototype has
been proven to work.
The fact that alterna-
tive fuels and glaz-

ing are related is proved by weight reduction
and reduced aerodynamical penetration. Weight
reduction, by reduced thickness of glass or by
plastic or a combination of both, has been
examined several times, but it seems that the
best options are to increase the transparent
area. In fact, a 3-mm thick glass panel can
weigh less than a multilayer opaque panel of the
same thickness, for example on the roof, as in
the Audi A2. 

Fig. 4 - Embedded or glued colour 
film can give different colour to glass
in coordination wtih the colour 
of the car’s bodywork

Fig. 5 - Delphi dashboard 
design showing convenient position 
of instruments

FIG. 4

FIG. 5



• all round visibility, which is crucial to
achieve active safety.
Certainly, the most innovative results are heat-

able glazing by direct coating on the Audi
A8Sand high impact strength on side win-
dows, achieved by the use of PET film. Here
CPF films reinforce the strength of side win-
dows, thus making it harder for thieves to
break in. 

Hydrorepellent front lateral glazing is now
ready on an industrial scale and is realized
by a special chemical silicon coating. Even in
hard rain, it is possible to see clearly through
the rear view mirror. 

The most prominent examples of all round
visibility at Frankfurt were the reduction of
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Aerodynamical penetration can be achieved
by a specially shaped, roundish windscreen and
rear window which wrap the roof, for example
on the Renault Avantimeand Chrysler Citadel. 

The strong parallelism between the low aero-
dynamical penetration and all round visibility is
one of the most important results of this study.
A particularly notable example of this are the Vel
Satisand its new model, the Avantime, manu-
factured by Renault.

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SAFETY
Active and passive safety was one of the

main exhibition features at Frankfurt. To sum-
marize, the relationship between safety and
glazing can be split into five main parts:
• high impact glazing for sidewindows;
• armoured glazing for protection cars;
• heatable glazing for de-icing, defrosting and

defogging (not using microwires);
• hydrorepellent glazing and wiper technolo-

gy for windscreen and rear window;

FIG. 6

FIG. 7

FIG. 8

Fig. 6 - All round visibility through 
the reduction of blind spots 
has also been achieved by VW in the 
new roundish Beetle

Fig. 7 - Even the car boot is covered by
the rear window in the Honda Insight 

Fig. 8 - The Daewoo compact SUW
DMS1 shows wrapping roof 
of the rear window and windscreen



Avantime and the two-piece roof
of the Smart City Coupé(see Fig-
ure 9). The second type is the
lamella transparent roof in the
Audi A2, and thirdly, transparent
spots on the roof such as those in
the Citroen C6 Lignage(see Fig-
ure 10), which are designed in a her-
ring bone pattern, and the one pre-
sented by Meritor, where little,
transparent windows are designed
on the opaque roof. The Webasto
Panoramaw transparent roof can be
used in a typical van and pick-up
vehicle. Its double glasses can be
moved forward to cover the front
part of the roof (see Figure 11a),
leaving the rear of the vehicle
open for easy loading. Alterna-
tively, the double glasses can be
moved back to cover the back part
of the roof, leaving a space in the
front of the roof open for air (see
Figure 11b).

blind spots, for example in the Volkswagen
Beetle(see Figure 6), the front area wrapping the
roof and the lateral front area in the Audi A2,
Renault Avantime and Chrysler Java. Rear all
round visibility through wrapping of the roof was
evident in the Honda Insight(see Figure 7) and
the compact Daewoo SUW DMS1(see Figure 8).
The most striking example, however, was shown
on the Chevrolet Nomad, where the glazing is
the same height for the whole lateral window and
it is wrapped by the cylindrical shaped lateral glass
as around the windscreen and the rear window.
Not only is this kind of glazing concept really
quite advanced, but it can also contribute to
cost reduction.

MATERIALS OPPORTUNITIES 
With a transparent roof and sunroof both

integrated into the vehicles’ body, it is very
probable that glassmakers will
face a revival in automotive glaz-
ing in 2000. In fact, these two fea-
tures should no longer be con-
sidered a component, but sys-
tems which are integrated into the
vehicle. It is fair to describe
them as being innovative, how-
ever, because they contribute to
the personalization of the cars, to
all round visibility, to lower aero-
dynamical penetration and they
lessen the feeling of being
enclosed. Power solar roofs, rear
view mirrors, plastic transpar-
ent materials and encapsulation
are further areas worth considering
when looking at different uses of
materials.

Transparent roofs
Transparent roofs can be split

into three types. Firstly, there is
the fixed roof made of mono-
lithic glass, as on the Renault

FIG. 9

FIG. 10

FIG. 11A

FIG. 11B

Fig. 9 - A large windscreen wraps the
transparent roof of the Smart car

Fig. 10 - Citroen C6 Lignage shows transparent
panels designed in a herring bone pattern 
on the opaque roof 

Fig. 11a-11b - Two sliding glasses cover the
front part of the roof (a) of a typical pick-up
truck to make loading easy, and the back part
(b) to provide air
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Sunroofs
Several types of sunroofs were in evidence

at Frankfurt, the main ones being fixed, sliding,
and pannelled. An example of a fixed roof is the
one on the Volkswagen Beetle (see Figure 13),
which perfectly flushes the shape of the roof and
where it is shown that the sunroof is much
more on the front area of the roof than before.
Regarding sliding sunroofs, it is worth mentioning
the Skywing by Webasto which has elegant
flushing and comfort properties. 

The Skywing can be easily installed afterwards
in the aftermarket. A sliding sunroof can move
in two ways; underneath the roof where the
glass moves in a gap of the opaque roof and, sec-
ondly, on the surface. 

Finally, particular attention can be paid to the
Meritor spoiler roof module composed of four
glass panels, where the front and rear panels are
fixed and non-transparent, and the second and
third panels slide backwards to provide a large
double spoiler opening roof. 

Solar power sunroof
The solar power sunroof which uses pho-

tovoltaic panels seems to have undergone a

revival due to the development of PV cells with
higher efficiency and lower cost. The Meritor
solar power sliding roof (see Figure 12) has solar
cells made of polycrystalline silicon with effi-
ciency near 16 per cent: with a surface area of
0.8 m2, it produces 40 watts, which seems to
be enough for automatic ventilation when the
car is in soak condition (that is when the car
is stopped still, under the sun). But the cost is
still quite far from the target of car makers, 
which is aimed at adopting the PV sunroof
only when the cost comes down to around
US$ 1 per watt.

Rear view mirror
Reduction of the blind angle of the external

back mirror is continually under investigation.
The Citroen Xsara Picassoexhibits quite a
good solution by a spherical reflecting surface
realized by a rather small curvature radius with
no image distortion or distance deception. 

Transparent plastics
A good use of transparent plastic, as an alter-

native to glass, has been decided in the complex
shaping solution adopted by BMW for the win-
dows of the new C1motorbike. The solution in
polycarbonate is based on easy shaping and
mechanical performance in absorbing impact
energy (see Figure 14). 

Encapsulation
Two novelties concerning polyurethane glass

encapsulation can be shown by the results
which Recticel’s innovative Colofast LMprod-
uct has achieved:

Fig. 12 - PV panels in use in the
Meritor solar power sliding sunroof

Fig. 13 - Fixed roundish sunroof 
of the VW Beetle

FIG. 13

FIG. 12
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• spray technology is used as an alternative to
PU injection moulding;

• massive coloured encapsulation to prevent UV
degradation of PU without any additional
painting degradation, which is quite useful
for bodywork colour coordination (see Fig-
ure 15).

CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, a number of conclusions can

be drawn from this investigation of automotive
glazing and its relation to car development as
a whole. In electronics, glazing innovations
are confined to multifunctional antenna on
glass, solar control IR reflection, climatiza-
tion systems embedded in glass for UV absorp-
tion, and colour coordination and alternatives

to HUD for easy vision of instruments and
monitors on the dashboard. Alternative fuel
and glazing are related by weight reduction
and lower aerodynamical penetration, which par-
allels all round visibility. In active and pas-
sive safety, the link between glazing and over-
all car development is demonstrated in high
impact side window glazing, armoured pro-
tection cars, water-repellent glasses, wiper sys-
tems and all round visibility.

Monolithic, lamellar and transparent roof
panels can be considered a ‘renaissance’ in
glazing. This is in addition to new concepts
of all round visibility achieved by a lower aero-
dynamical penetration coefficient, shown prin-

cipally in the Renault Avantime, Audi A2, Mer-
cedes, Smart and Chevrolet Nomad concept
car. Sunroofs, due mainly to the biggest and
strongest sunroof manufacturing company
Webasto, can now be considered a real alternative
to the totally transparent roof. They may also be
thought of as no longer being a component,
but as a real system integrated into the body of
any vehicle. In fact, we could say that the sun-
roof system is intrinsic to driver safety, not
only in terms of better internal lighting, but
also because of the optimal internal air flow
around the driver’s head which combines with
the air conditioning performance of the passenger
compartment.

*Consultant
MG CONSULT - ITALY

Fig. 14 - Transparent plastic used 
in the C1 motorbike by BMW 

Fig. 15 - An example of colour
coordination and encapsulation in side
window of the Renault Clio 

FIG. 14

FIG. 15
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